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Protect Our Coast: Drive Electric Half Year
Update
This summer we launched Protect Our Coast:
Drive Electric. We've met with local leaders from
across Florida on the bene�ts of electric
transportation. Take a look back at the past half
year's worth of conversations with local
governments about prioritizing electric
transportation.

Demystifying EV Charging: Pre-School - ABC,

 

 
 

 

DECEMBER 2019
It's been quite the year for electric vehicles in the Southeast. The Electrify The
South campaign continues to charge forward through education and policy
e�orts in hopes that we can reduce carbon pollution, save you money, and
provide some fun along the way. Thanks for sticking with us and if you're new
here, welcome! Each month we feature the latest news and events across the
Southeast focusing on electric vehicle policy and innovation.

In this month's double-issue we provide some updates on a campaign aimed to
reduce our need for o�shore drilling, introduce two new educational series, and
take a look at a report that aims to address and include all communities when
designing EV programs. 

Thanks for reading and get excited for a new decade with even more EV
content! If you aren’t signed up for our monthly e-mails, you can join our
mailing list here. We look forward to providing important updates on clean
transportation in the Southeast! 

Charging forward into 2020,
Dory
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Do-Re-Mi 
Check out this �rst post in a series of blogs by
Dave Erb that are intended to demystify electric
vehicle (EV) charging, both for prospective EV
buyers and for new owners still getting to know
their EVs.

Green Lights and Stop Signs: A look Back at
Some Electric Vehicle Policies Proposed in
North Carolina This Year
North Carolina's marathon legislative session was
something of a mixed bag this year for electric
vehicles. Read what policy pushed through, what
stalled out, and what just broke down. 

Separate EV Fact from Fiction in our EV
Mythbusters Series!
The �rst myth we dive into? Purchasing an electric
vehicle won’t �t my budget. Start busting myths
by sharing with your community!

Green for All Releases Equity Toolkit with
Policy Recommendations
"Designing an Equitable Cap-and-Invest Program
for Transportation" can help New England state
o�cials craft and �nalize their forthcoming multi-
state “cap-and-invest” program, which is expected
to be released in draft form before the end of
December. The toolkit provides speci�c
recommendations and policy guidance on what
considerations need to be addressed to meet the
needs of the region’s underserved and
disproportionately-impacted residents, and how
to address those in the program design. 

 

 

 

 

EVENTS
Driving on Sunshine:

Electric Vehicle Ride and Drive Events in Florida
We're recharging our batteries for the rest of the year. Sign-up for a test drive

with us in 2020!
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We hope our newsletter is helpful — please help us keep it going by chipping in
$5 or $10. We also invite you to follow Electrify the South on Facebook, Twitter,

and Instagram for daily updates on the latest EV news stories.
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